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ABSTRACT  

The paper presents the Olympia ides as myth and reality, in the connections between  social time and “media time”.  
The empirical basis for analysis are more than 550 news and articles in the Bulgarian daily newspapers and in the journal of the Bulgarian Olympic Committee “Olympic horizons” in Olympic year 2004: before, during and after Olympia Games in Greece.  
The accents are the Bulgarian contribution to development of Olympic movement sine 1896, the participation of Bulgarian athletes in Athens 2004 and the media echo of organization and  most important results  for sport and Olympia movement  of Olympia games 2004 in Greece.  
Some  initiatives for lecturers and students of UNESCO Chair “Communication and Public Relations” at the Faculty of Journalism and Mass Communication of “St. K;iment Ohridski” University in Sofia  as papers, meetings with Olympic champions and multimedia products to Olympia Games in Greece 2004 will be presented too.  
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